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A WORD FROM
THE EDITOR
Welcome to the Spring 2021 edition of the Arts & Minds
newsletter! As we celebrate the coming of spring, this issue
takes a look at the different ways in which nature can inspire
creativity. For many of us nature has been a lifeline during
lockdown, be it walking in our local park or growing a pot
plant on our windowsill at home, and many Arts & Minds
members have found creative inspiration in nature.
Looking to the future, we are hopeful that we will be able
to meet up with members in the ‘real’ world at some point
later this year, but we are also mindful that it will take a
while for things to feel normal again even when we can
meet up in person so we will be phasing in those elements
of our work gradually when it is safe to do so.
We have learnt a lot during the last twelve months about
different ways we can engage with members and we will
continue to build on that work. We would like to reassure
members that we will continue with elements of our online
work, such as the Make Space group, after lockdown ends.
As always I will be looking for new ways for us all to
keep connected and for creative outlets that members
can engage with. If you have an idea of how to do this,
or you want to connect up, please email me at
toby@artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk. Please also
keep checking the Arts & Minds eBulletin and website
for the latest information about what we are doing.
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CREATIVE
WELLNESS
JOURNEY CIC
With access to nature being a significant part of
supporting individuals’ mental health during this
pandemic, it only seemed natural that ‘Nature and
the Environment’ is the theme that has been chosen
for Mental Health Awareness Week (10-16 May 2021).
Evidence clearly demonstrates that spending time
in nature is found to improve our mental health and
millions of individuals have experienced this as they
have re-connected during lockdown over this past year.
Debbie Crouch, founder of
Creative Wellness Journey
CIC, shares how creativity
has always been an
important part of her life
and how nature depicted
through her artwork has
played a pivotal role in
maintaining positive
mental health during
difficult times.
“During lockdown and working from home, I found
myself spending more time in the garden and walking
around my local village. This became a really important
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way of connecting with nature and the outside world
and being inspired to explore the neighbourhood and
immediate surroundings left me feeling blessed for living
in a rural location.
It also allowed me time to appreciate what I have on my
doorstep in the form of; trees, plants, flowers, wildlife,
birds, scenic views, fields and countryside more than
ever before. On days out in the past, I have always had
a passion for capturing the nature around me through
photographs. With my love of creativity and more time on
my hands, I now had the opportunity to create pictures,
drawings and paintings that reflected this beauty in
different medias.
Realising that not everyone may be fortunate to explore, or
could be housebound or isolating, I started to share videos
and creative projects online as a way to brighten lives with
the beauty of nature.”
Creative Wellness first began a year ago, just before
lockdown with the launch of its first Facebook group
creativewellness4488. Debbie set this up as a private
group for members only, as a secure place to share
resources, ideas for drawing and painting, positive
statements, creative projects, fun and laughter, creative
writing, and an opportunity for members to share work
they had made to support and inspire others.
“From this followed the launch of my own gallery ‘Debbie’s
Creative Corner’ and ‘Art Journaling for beginners.’ These
groups’ aim being to share FREE creative projects and
ideas for absolutely everyone, in a safe space and to also
encourage people to have a go.”

Debbie’s Creative Corner:
facebook.com/DebbieCreativeCorner
Art Journaling for beginners:
facebook.com/groups/Art Journaling for beginners
Debbie also set up ‘Creative Mental Health Support’ which
is a public group on Facebook, as a space to share mental
health awareness, information and support networks
to raise awareness and end the stigma. facebook.com/
Creative Mental Health Support
“I knew this pandemic has left thousands of people in
crisis, and while some are feeling lonely and isolated at
home, others are scared and anxious and looking for
ways to be well and connect with other people. I wanted
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The future is looking at:
• Providing a safe environment to learn how to express
emotions through creativity.
• Working with other communities to develop working
alliances and partnerships.
• Looking at developing online courses and materials for
art for wellness: www.creativewellnessjourney.co.uk.

to provide a safe place to support this, so following the
success of the ‘Art Journaling for Beginners’ group which
expanded globally from 200 to 5000 members in six
months, this led to creating my website ‘Creative Wellness
Journey CIC’ in January 2021.”
What’s it about – mental wellness and sharing the
beauty of creativity:
• A community interest company and not-for-profit
organisation, ‘Creative Wellness Journey CIC’ shares how
creativity can support healing, and is funded through
grants applications and donations.
• Its ethos offering – free resources available to everyone
regardless of experience, skills or knowledge.

N.B. Debbie also wanted to add:
“I would just like to say that, you don’t need to be an artist
to be into arts and crafts, as the link between making /
creating and health and wellbeing goes back many years.
Participating in creativity is known to help with depression,
increase positive emotions and, in some cases, even
improve your immune system functions. It certainly has
for me, and I am here to share my passion of wellness
through creativity as a pathway to support mental health.
My website provides ideas for easy-to-follow projects that
anyone can have a go at, even if you have never picked up
a pencil or paintbrush before.”
Article by Ruth De Lissandri
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REVIVING A
COMMUNITY
SPIRIT
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The activity was set up in August 2019 and the local
community are invited to join the Facebook group
(which now has over 1,200 members) so they can share
the joy of finding and reading books.
After locating a book,
people are asked to post
their finds with a photo on
the group’s Facebook page
for all to share.

Before the Bramley Shopping Centre was built in the early
1970s, Bramley was a village of stone buildings and had a
really proud community spirit.
Even the semi-professional Bramley Rugby League team
(formed in 1879) had the nickname “The Villagers”. Sadly
after the village was demolished, the area of LS13 started
to lose its identity and the new housing developments were
mainly built for people with no connection with the area.
However over the past couple of years there has been
the feeling of a community spirit returning and, while the
Covid-19 virus has resulted in so much negativity and
distress, one thing that has emerged through it is the
renewed community spirit and pride of being a “Bramleyite”.
I often write about positivity and how you as an individual
can enhance yours and other peoples lives and so it’s so
encouraging to see the following three initiatives which
have flourished during 2020.
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Looking for a book in Bramley

The group would like others
to get involved in collecting
donated books and hiding
them. People are asked to
put the books in a zip lock
bag to protect against the
weather and add a note to
invite people to take the
book, enjoy reading it
and re-hide once they
have finished.

If you would like to hide a book of your own, just place it in
a clear waterproof bag and hide it in a safe place with the
following message:
“What a surprise, you found a book,
there’s fun inside – just take a look.

BRAMLEY LOOK FOR A BOOK

Once you have read it, you get to decide

Bramley Look for a Book is a creative way for children and
adults to enjoy books donated by Bramley residents who
want others to enjoy the books they have read.

The bag will protect it and keep it dry

where in BRAMLEY this book you will re-hide.
if rain or snow should fall from the sky.”
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BRAMLEY TATE
‘Bramley Tate’ are committed to brightening up Bramley by
painting one junction box at a time.
Many boxes are themed on “children’s books” brightly
coloured art, various good causes (charities based in
Bramley) or on the environment.
Having required the legal permission to replace the graffiti
with bright and uplifting images, the group now boasts over
300 volunteers.
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If anyone in Bramley would like to put forward a design and
paint a box locally to them then please get in contact with
Dawn Marie at Bramley Tate and she will let you know what
subjects the boxes have to cover. Please be aware that if
you do not have the legal permission to paint a junction
box then you could face a fine of up to £1000!

BRAMLEY WOMBLES
The wonderfully named Bramley Wombles are working
together to keep Bramley, Stanningley and Rodley clean
and tidy.
They have litter pickers and bags available on request for
individual volunteers as well as future plans to organise
community litter picks. The group work in partnership with
LCC Cleaner Neighbourhood Team and now boast over
250 amazing volunteers.
The Bramley Wombles would love to hear from anyone
who wishes to get involved and keep an eye out for
community litter issue. No training is required, you pick it
up as you go along.
When you have filled and tied your bag, you then leave it
next to a street bin if possible, or a significant landmark and
email WNWaction@leeds.gov.uk with the location so the
Cleaner Neighbourhoods team can collect it.

One of Bramley Tate’s painted junction boxes

The driving force behind the amazing Look for a Book and
Bramley Tate groups is Dawn Fletcher, a Bramley resident
who works the twilight shift in Tesco so she can spend
quality time with her children.
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BITESIZE WORKSHOP:

BLACKOUT POETRY
As a new feature in the Arts & Minds newsletter we will
be featuring a Bitesize version of one of our member led
workshops in every edition! This time Annette shows
fellow members how to construct Blackout Poetry in a
Connect & Create session. If you are interested in coming
along to one of the Connect & Create sessions, details
can be found in the What’s On section on page 30 of this
newsletter. Keep an eye out also for the launch of our new
series of Bitesize videos on the Arts & Minds website...

Wombling free in Bramley – Photo: Simon Cullingworth

Dawn has shown what can be achieved with passion for
creating a better local community and teaching children
from any early age on how to take pride in wherever you
live. Bramley councillor Kevin Ritchie deserves much credit
too, as he set up the Bramley Wombles group.
Article by Paul Abraham of www.headingonwards.com
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WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
Several texts to work on (probably 3 to 5 different ones)
Try not to think too carefully about the content of these
texts as the technique can work with any page of words.
You can use newspapers, magazines, book pages, letters
or even your own journal entries. You will be destroying the
texts you use, so work on a copy if they are important to you.
A pencil and eraser
Plus a ruler if you like neat straight lines.
One or more black pens
Traditionally a marker like a sharpie pen is used but
anything like a biro or heavy pencil that will make a strong
dark mark to cover up the unwanted words is fine.
Other pens, crayons, pencils or markers
You can use anything you want to decorate the pages!

INSTRUCTIONS:
Blackout Poetry is a form of ‘found poetry’ where you don’t
have to come up with the words because you are using
words that are already written.
Using a printed text, select words which interest you or
catch your attention on the page. Once you have done this,
you “redact” (or obscure) the rest of the text to leave your
poem visible which is why this form of poetry is also known
as “redacted poetry”. You can decorate the pages in any
way you want. On the page opposite are some examples
created by Arts & Minds members...
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LIFE IMITATING ART!
Luckily, I acquired an allotment in August with a hope to
grow my own food, plants and flowers and also to help
with my mental health and wellbeing. I was diagnosed with
PTSD four years ago, which left me not really knowing who
I am and what my purpose in life is anymore. I developed
short term memory loss, lost my own fundamental values
and trust in people. This was all triggered unfortunately by
a traumatic event.
I had never dreamed of having or owning an allotment but
it was offered surprisingly to me out of the blue. I thought
what could I lose and signed up for the very cheap yearly
lease. I have spent a lot of time there up until late autumn,
getting the ground ready for planting, giving the potting
shed a lick of paint and cleaning the greenhouse etc.
Whilst I am there I cannot but notice the beautiful colours,
nature sounds and the changing of the seasons. I have
been there throughout summer, autumn, winter and now
getting ready for spring.
I visited the allotment two weeks ago on a very cold day
after the snow had its last fall, leaving a glistening covering
of ice everywhere. It looked beautiful, especially the
natural formations, leaves and bubbles trapped in layers of
ice, so I decided to take some pictures. Like I said before
it was a very cold day but because I was in awe of this
magical winter wonderland, I didn’t feel the cold, not even
through my double layered socks and wellies. I was taken
back to a safe place, ‘caught in the moment’, it was silent
and peaceful. I was experiencing feelings in which I haven’t
felt for a long time, it was blissful.
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When I got home and looked at my photos of the leaves
caught in shallow ice puddles and bubbles caught in the
iced-over water butts. They looked so very abstract and
this inspired me to paint. Here is a photograph of the
inside the water butt and a painting I was inspired to create
from this and the nature around me. I hope you enjoy this
and are inspire to also get ‘caught in the moment’.
Article by Cassy Burton
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MEMBER PROFILE
Interview with Morticia, Photographer and Arts & Minds
member by Hayley Mills-Styles.
Hayley caught up with Morticia to find out what she has
been working on during the past year...
How long have you been an Arts & Minds member?
Think it was 2011 probably or 2012, I was definitely a member
in 2013 when I took part in the Place & Memory Project.
Can I ask what being a member means to you?
It’s things like learning new techniques and skills in an
informal way, the acknowledgement of how important
creativity is to good mental health. Also, to know there
are like-minded people out there who suffer from mental
ill health, people who understand what the impact on
day-to-day life is like.
If it wasn’t for Arts & Minds, I wouldn’t have been part of
the Place and Memory Project and I wouldn’t have gone
on to do a Creative Practice MA. They have also given me
the opportunity to show and talk about my work in public
spaces, this has given me more confidence.
Have you found that the restrictions have changed the
way you access Arts & Minds?
Ironically, I’ve gone to far more Arts & Minds meetings and
events during COVID-19, with them being online I don’t
have to worry about getting to and from the event. I don’t
have to confront my anxieties about going places. Arts &
Minds has been a lifeline over the last 12 months.
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Can you tell me a little bit about your practice?
I use photography, both to make a record of things I see
and to try and make sense of things. I also want to create
what I hope are aesthetically pleasing images. The artwork
I make whether it’s printing, image transfer onto fabric or
using materials from a site to create an image, it all starts
with a photograph. Prior to COVID-19, nine times out of ten
it would have initially been on 35mm or medium format film.
I like to use black and white film or cheaper colour films that
I can them make black and white on the computer.
The most important things in photography are your eyes and
a desire to capture something like a particular atmosphere, a
record of where you’ve been or a moment in time.
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Can you tell me about the photography you’ve been
doing during the various lockdowns?
They are all titled LOMO Digital Adventures; I’m using
Lomo to describe the low-resolution fixed focus cameras
I’ve been using, this is in response to how some people
talk about how high resolution the images they take are, as
mine in comparison are ‘technically rubbish’ photographs.
I used the camera on my non-smart phone which is really
low resolution and a children’s camera watch which is even
lower. The watch screen is 2.5cm by 2.5cm so 1 inch square
and the size is about 150KB per image compared to 3.3MB
of the images I take using a ‘proper’ digital camera. There
isn’t a view finder as such and it’s difficult to see what I’m
doing as the screens are so small, so I’m hoping that the
photo I take is what I can see.
Because of COVID-19, it’s been more difficult to get film
developed, as the film shop I usually use wasn’t open. I
wanted immediate results plus it’s quicker and easier to
share those digital images with other people online.
The other part of my work that’s important to me is that I
use the free software that comes with Windows, you can
crop, desaturate and change the light levels of images. I
find this more than enough for what I want to do with these
pictures. On my computer monitor, the watch camera
pictures are really interesting. When you zoom in on them,
they look like they are painted because the resolution is so
low, especially when you change them to black and white,
they look like a painting rather than a photograph. I love
physical and printed media so this has been a real change
for me using digital cameras so much but I have been
taking some images with a ‘proper’ film camera too.

Where have you been walking? Just in the area local to you?
Yep, I was determined to get out of the house during
lockdown as I’d been experiencing severe mobility issues
for 18 months beforehand which meant I had hardly been
going out. Now I can go for a walk again it’s been both my
daily exercise and an opportunity to leave the house.
I’ve been looking at things dropped on the ground. Start
of first lockdown it was mostly rubber gloves though I also
noticed takeaway wrappers and I thought to myself where did
you get that from as everywhere is closed and I would have
loved one. Now there aren’t so many cans and wrappers but
there are more masks on the floor and in the hedgerows.
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WINDOWSILL
GARDENING
The most important thing to remember is that by
cultivating even the smallest inside windowsill, will lift
your mood and add lovely scents and lots of greenery to
your home. So, if you’re looking for a new hobby that will
help calm your mind and lift your spirits, give windowsill
gardening a go: you’ll soon see, and feel, a real difference.
The other great thing about windowsill gardening is that it
costs very little to get started. A used butter tub makes an
ideal growing container. Packets of seeds can be bought
in supermarkets for £1 to £1.50 per packet, some even
do special offers of three packets for the price of two, a
gardening bargain!
If you have a friend or friends who intend to start
windowsill gardening then why not share packets of seeds
and compost with them to cut costs further. You could
even create your own little gardening club with neighbours
or friends. Each person could put a £1 a week in to a
‘gardening” fund, just three people would generate £12 by
the end of the month which enables you to buy compost
and pots in bigger packs to save each of you some money.
So after choosing your windowsill, preferably one which
gets plenty of sun, decide what you want to grow. Six super
and easy to grow herbs are:
Sweet Basil: Basil brings a taste of the Mediterranean
to your food! This popular annual herb is fast-growing so
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will last just one season. Young foliage can be picked as
required, avoiding whole stems as this weakens the plant.
Chives: This onion flavoured herb is an easy to grow
perennial herb – great for salads! They can be harvested
from spring to autumn and will then die down over winter.
Shoots will emerge again the following spring.
Rosemary: This woody-stemmed evergreen herb
produces tasty leaves that can be harvested year
after year. Rosemary can be added to soups, stews
and casseroles; whole sprigs can be roasted with root
vegetables or sprinkled over Italian breads such as
focaccia to add flavour.
Parsley: Parsley is a biennial herb with a two-year life
cycle. It is a hungry plant so ensure it is kept well fed and
watered. Of the two varieties available, the curly-leaved
parsley is commonly used as a garnish or in parsley sauce.
Flat-leaved parsley has a stronger taste as is used more
widely in Mediterranean recipes.
Thyme: This small leaved evergreen herb will form mounds
of edible foliage all year round but it is best to ‘rest’ the
plant in winter when it isn’t actively growing. There are
many varieties of thyme available with different aromas
and uses ranging from soups, sauces and adding to fish
and meat dishes.
Lemon Balm: This herb is used in traditional medicine as
both a sleep aid and digestive tonic. It can be consumed as
a tea, taken as a supplement or extract, or applied to the
skin in balms and lotion. Lemon balm essential oil is also
popular in aromatherapy, where it is believed to promote
calmness and ease stress.
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GROW SEEDS IN RECYCLED BUTTER TUBS
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To speed seed germination, a great little tip is to place
the tub / pot in a clear plastic bag which increases the
humidity and encourages your seeds to wake up and get
growing. Inside a plastic bag, your seeds will be able to
survive as plants provide all the “air” they need for their
own survival.
Once your plants are growing and you decide to use some
of your fresh herbs then remember to never trim more than
1/3 of the plants foliage. Pruning more than that can stress
the plant.
If your herbs are flourishing and you want to preserve
some for future use then it is really easy. All you need is an
ice cube tray:
• Always choose the freshest and healthiest looking shoots
and wash well before chopping.
• If you want to freeze whole leaves place them in the
freezer on a baking tray and then put into bags once they
have frozen individually.

If you decide to use butter tubs to grow your seeds in, then
make some drainage holes in the bottom of the tub and
place on a saucer or something similar to avoid marking and
wetting you sill.
Seed packets now give really clear instructions on how to
sow your seeds and watering advice. One thing to always
remember is not to fill your tub or pot full to the top, always
leave a few centre meters from compost to the top to make
watering your plants a lot easier.

• You can replace fresh herbs in recipes with the same
amount of frozen herbs.
So there you have the basics of windowsill gardening,
hopefully it will inspire you to give it a try and have fun
and remember, talking to then helps them grow due to
the carbon dioxide we exhale as we speak and if it’s good
enough for Prince Charles to do then it’s good enough for
us! Happy gardening.
Article by Paul Abraham of www.headingonwards.com
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WHAT’S ON...
CULTURE CLUB
Due to ‘you know what’ Arts & Minds are currently unable
to accept new members to Culture Club. Normally Culture
Club meets monthly to discuss projects and plan trips
to theatres, exhibitions or outings. Due to the closure of
public venues these activities have been suspended until
further notice.
In the meantime Culture Club has expanded its
means of communications to a Twitter page (twitter@
CultureLeeds) and also to a public Facebook page (www.
facebook.com/CultureClubLeeds) so check those out for
the latest updates.
While we cannot meet up in person Culture Club will
be making suggestions to undertake virtual outings
and enjoy the rich picking of ‘Free’ theatre productions,
operas or concerts within the comfort of your own home
by gleaning recommendations of virtual activities from
Arts & Minds, Arts Together and from our own research.
If you come across an uplifting performance, preferably
humorous or of good quality please share the online
address. Arts & Minds will be updating their website
regularly and posting items for your entertainment too.
We intend to resume the Culture Club meetings and
activities as soon as we are able to do so.
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SWARTHMORE CONNECTED
Covid 19 has led to increased social isolation and a
widening of the digital divide. Swarthmore Connected
aiming to connect people to Swarthmore, and to each
other, with a new Chrome Book loan and support scheme,
providing them with new opportunities for engagement
and support through digital engagement opportunities.
Swarthmore are looking for people to participate in
the project. The participants will be partnered with a
volunteer who will support them via phone calls guiding
them at their own rate of learning. When the participants
feel they are ready, there will be opportunities for them
to join informal online workshops. These will be arts and
crafts, well-being, chatty cafes, Esol and possibly some
with further computer skills such as using Google Drive.
For more information call Penny at Swarthmore on
07485327790 or email connected@swarthmore.org.uk.

MAKE SPACE
We would love you to join us at the new weekly Make
Space Zoom session, where the focus is on connecting
with other members, and taking time for yourself to
continue with your creative project, poetry or artwork.
Bring along a cuppa, and tune in for your time out session
between 1.00pm and 2.00pm every Tuesday.
For more information, or to sign up for the sessions, email
info@artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk. You will be sent a
Zoom link to join in with the sessions.
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CONNECT & CREATE

ARTS & MINDS
‘Normally’ this group meets monthly at The Tetley so that
Arts & Minds members can connect, share skills, and take
part in creative workshops led by other members. We are
sure you are missing this dip into the huge well of creativity
in our membership so we will be bringing you a taste of
these events in the form of online Zoom workshops.
Each month’s offer will be led by a different member and
you can take part for free from the comfort of your own
home. The workshops are on the first Monday of every
month from 1.00pm to 2.30pm with the exception of bank
holidays, in which case they are on the following Monday.
For more information, or to sign up for the workshops,
email info@artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk. You will be sent
a list of what you need for each workshop which will be
cheap materials you are likely to have to hand at home.

CONNECT
CREATE
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About Arts & Minds
Arts & Minds is a network of people in Leeds who are
interested in creativity and mental health. We include
carers, health workers, artists, performers, students,
people who have used mental health services and OTs.
We want to get people talking about how the arts can help
mental wellbeing.
If you want to know more please contact us using the details
below. You are welcome at any of our events or workshops,
if you are a member or not. You can join Arts & Minds for
free at: www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk/join-us
Arts & Minds, 31 Potternewton Lane, Leeds LS7 3LA
phone: 0113 262 3128
email: info@artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
web: www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
facebook: facebook.com/artsminds
twitter: @artsmindsleeds

